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Welcome to May, and our latest cdcbaa newsletter of 
2021. I hope you and your loved ones are keeping safe 
and are encouraged by both the easing of the pandemic 
restrictions, and the rising numbers of those vaccinated. 
Hopefully, this historic pandemic can soon be over, and we 
can all see and greet each other again in person.

As all of us in the Central District begin to plan for the 
eventual and gradual reopening, the Court recently 
surveyed local stakeholders about which temporary 
measures we’d like to see stay in effect, and what our 
perception of a safe and effective “in-person” court 
environment would look like. Under the leadership of 
cdcbaa’s Bar Advisory Board member Keith 
Higginbotham, our Vice-President Lucy Mavyan, and our 
past President Roksana Moradi-Brovia, cdcbaa provided 
major feedback to the Court. To the surprise of the Court, 
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Ritter: Did Congress mean what it 
said in section 1328(I)?
Reprinted with permission of the NCATT Academy.
By: Pardis Akhavan, Resnik Hayes Moradi LLP

The bankruptcy court in In re Ritter, 2021 WL 864092 
(Bkrtcy C.D. Cal, 2021)(J. Tighe), denied debtors’ motion 
for an immediate discharge under Section 1328(i) ruling 
that Congress apparently did not intend that a chapter 13 
debtor who obtains a loan modification should also 
receive a discharge, on that basis alone at least.   
Allen and Debra Ritter filed their Chapter 13 petition on 
July 21, 2019. Their Chapter 13 plan was confirmed 
about two months later. The Plan provided that 
unsecured creditors would receive 63% over 60 months. 
The Plan also provided for the curing of arrears on the 
debtor’s two home mortgages. After Plan confirmation, 
the debtors entered into a forbearance agreement with 
SLS getting three months of forbearance on their 
mortgage payment. Thereafter the Chapter 13 Trustee 
agreed to suspend plan payments under section 1329 on 
the basis that the debtors “have experienced a reduction 
in related to COVID-19 pandemic.” The court approved 
the stipulation. The debtors later entered into a loan 
modification agreement with the second mortgage which 
was also approved by the court.    

The debtors then filed a motion seeking immediate 
discharge of all dischargeable debts under the newly 
added Section 1328(I) of the Bankruptcy Code. The 
debtors argued that “they have met all the statutory 
requirements . . . under § 1328(i)(2).” They argued that 
their Plan provided for the curing of a default on a 
residential mortgage and they entered into a forbearance 
agreement with SLS; therefore they met the plain 
language of section 1329(i) and were entitled to an 
immediate discharge.  

The Trustee opposed the motion arguing that the purpose 
of section 1328(I) is to allow a full chapter 13 discharge 
only to those debtors who have completed all other 
requirements for a discharge but are “slightly behind on 
their mortgage payments” at the end of their plan or “are 
behind but have entered into a forbearance or loan 
modification agreement.” The debtors responded that 
applying other provisions of section 1328 when 
considering discharge under section 1328(i) required 
debtors to meet additional requirements and hurdles not 
provided for in the statute. In other words, section 1328(i) 
“should be read in isolation from the rest of section 1328” 
other that subsection (d) based on its plain language.  
The only statutory requirements are “having a confirmed 
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there were over 425 people who responded to the survey, 
with the majority of them being the consumer attorneys 
from cdcbaa and other groups. The result was an extremely 
informative report compiled by the Senior Court Analyst 
Peter Athey, and a very informative webinar with numerous 
judges, hosted by Chief Judge Tighe and organized by 
Santa Ana Chapter 7 trustee and cdcbaa member Richard 
Marshack.

We are also proud to announce that during the pandemic, 
the cdcbaa membership has now surpassed 200 members 
this year, and is still climbing. This represents a figure 
which the cdcbaa has not achieved since 2014, and is 
exciting growth as all of us prepare on how best to be 
equipped with current knowledge to assist our existing and 
future clients.

While the much-anticipated surge of bankruptcy filings has 
yet to materialize, filings seem to be increasing somewhat. 
In the first two months of this year, there were 3,739 new 
filings of all chapters. While this is down sharply from 
January and February of 2020, but there was no pandemic 
here yet at that time. In March 2021, there were 2,474 
filings, the most filings in a month since July last year. This 
represents a monthly increase for the third month in a row. 
Through it all, the cdcbaa continues to put on timely, 
informative, and popular programs to inform its members 
about developments in the law in a fast-changing 
landscape.  In January, Professor M. Jonathan Hayes was 
joined by BAP Judge William Lafferty and Central District’s 
Judge Neil W. Bason to discuss the most important cases 
in the past year from the Supreme Court, appellate cases 
in the Ninth Circuit, District Court, and the BAP.

In February, our cdcbaa Treasurer and skilled attorney Jeff 
Hagen participated in a very timely program with Chapter 
13 Trustee Kathy Dockery’s Lead Counsel Aki Koyama. 
They went over recent changes to California exemption 
laws, and recent bankruptcy-related developments in the 
Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021, signed into law 
last December.

Later in February, cdcbaa Board Member Todd Turoci 
moderated an informative panel with Central District 

Ritter: Did Congress mean what it 
said in section 1328(I)?
Continued from Page 1

cure and pay plan and entering into a forbearance or loan 
modification agreement.” 

The Court disagreed with the debtors and denied their 
motion in a published opinion on March 5, 2021. Judge 
Maureen Tighe considered whether Congress intended to 
excuse a debtor from meeting the requirements of 
sections 1328(b) through (h) for a COVID-19 Discharge 
under section 1328(i) and literally allow any debtor who 
had a plan which provided a cure of the home mortgage 
and a loan modification to also receive an immediate 
discharge.   

Judge Tighe emphasized that use of the word “may” in 
section 1328(I) instead of “shall” demonstrates “Congress’ 
intent to permit the Court to exercise its discretion in 
determining whether a discharge is proper.” “Had 
Congress intended the Court’s inquiry to end at the 
consideration of only the bare statutory prerequisites of 
section 1328(i), it would have used the constraining ‘shall,’ 
as it has in other subsections of § 1328, rather than the 
discretionary ‘may.’” 

Judge Tighe determined that the COVID-19 Discharge 
provision intended to address those cases where failure to 
cure any mortgage default would prevent a debtor from 
obtaining to obtain a discharge under section 1328(a). But 
she determined that Congress did not intend to disregard 
other provisions of section 1328 because “then non-
dischargeable debts provided for in section 1322(b)(5) and 
section523(a) would be discharged”; non-compliance with 
section 1328(f) would allow a debtor to receive a 
discharge despite receiving a discharge in a prior case 
within the prohibited period, and finally non-compliance 
with section 1328(g) would mean that debtors are no 
longer required to complete the financial management 
course to obtain a discharge. She concluded that section 
1328(i) “was more likely drafted to address the existing 
issue of mortgage forbearances during the pandemic 
rather than to provide an immediate COVID-19 Discharge 
without consideration of the rest of section 1328(i).” The 
purpose of section 1328(i) she found was to insure that 
“incomplete personal residence mortgage payments for a 
forbearance do not preclude a COVID-19 Discharge.” 
Congress apparently intended without saying that when 
considering a discharge under section 1328(i), the 
provisions of sections 1328(a) through (h) continue to be 
applicable even though the plain language states that only 
subsection (d) is applicable.    
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published in an upcoming issue.

Contact Newsletter Editor 
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cdcbaa Programs
Upcoming Calendar

June 12, 2021
"The Fight Against An Alarming Trend: 

Section 706(b) Motions"
11:00am - 1:00pm

Speakers:
Nicholas Gebelt | Law Offices of Nicholas Gebelt

Robert Aronson | Law Office of Robert M. Aronson
James Selth | Weintraub & Selth, APC

July 10, 2021
"Postpetition Financing and Sales in Bankruptcy 

+ Nonlawyer Professionals in Bankruptcy"

September 18, 2021
"Meet the Chapter 13 Trustees' Staff Attorneys"

To Help Mitigate the Spread of COVID-19, 
this CLE Program will ONLY be available 

as a WEBINAR via Zoom

www.bklawyers.org Like us on Facebook 

Trustees are People Too: 
An Interview with Amy Goldman
By M. Jonathan Hayes

Continued on Page 4

Jon:  Hi Amy.  Where were you born?
   
Amy:  I’m a native, born here in Los Angeles, at the 
original Cedars Sinai Hospital in Hollywood. Today it is the 
headquarters for Scientology - and painted blue!        

Jon:  Really. Tell me about your family and growing up. 

Amy:  My Dad was a doctor, an internist who specialized 
in cardiology. Mom was a “mother of the 50s,” a 
homemaker. I had a loving, supportive childhood with an 
emphasis on education though I was encouraged to follow 
the more traditional route for girls then and to think about 
being a teacher, a nurse, a librarian. Sounds scary huh? 
My younger brother on the other hand was encouraged to 
become a doctor like my father which he did.  But I have 
no complaints about my early years.  

Jon:  Where did you go to school?  

Amy:  Fairfax High, then UCLA and to this day I am a 
Bruin fan. I majored in American History with a Minor in 
English and graduated in 3 years. Shortly after that I 
married my high school sweetheart, but unfortunately it 
wasn’t forever.

Jon:  What happened?

Amy:  Well, we got divorced after 15 years which was a 
real challenge for me. I learned that sometimes life throws 
you a curve.  But we had two wonderful daughters. One 
went to the University of Michigan and then Loyola Law 
school. She did really well but decided that practicing law 
was not for her. She works for a legal support company in 

the Bay Area and is happy doing that. My other daughter 
went to Cornell undergrad and received her MBA from the 
University of Michigan. She’s an executive VP at Citi Bank 
in New York.

Jon:  What did you do after UCLA?

Amy:  I was an elementary school teacher for a few years 
which I enjoyed. But after the divorce, I decided to get into 
law. I went to the UCLA Paralegal School and got my 
certificate there. After completing the program, I got a job at 
a firm in Beverly Hills. The women attorneys there 
encouraged me go to law school. They made me believe in 
pursuing my goal of being a family lawyer.

Jon:  Family law? Yikes!  What happened?

Amy:   Well, while I was at Loyola Law School I got a job 
as a summer law clerk for Sulmeyer Kuptez. You’re not 
going to believe this but I really didn’t enjoy bankruptcy! In 
fact, I took Bankruptcy at Loyola from Prof. Dan Schechter 
and got a C. Ha! I was focused on family law as I said.

Jon:  Did you stay at Sulmeyer after graduating? 

Amy:  No. Right after the bar exam I saw a flyer at the 
Loyola placement office for a law clerk position at Plotkin & 
Rappoport in Encino. It was a mile from my home which I 
liked. As a single mother, I needed a job.  So I met with 
Alan Nahmias about the job. He told me they didn’t want a 
full time attorney, just a law clerk, and only for a year. That 
was fine with me. Get a little more practical experience 
before going into family law was my brainstorm.

Jon:  Weren’t you there a long time?

Amy:  More than 11 years!  I learned a lot and actually 
developed an interest in bankruptcy. They were very 
understanding that I was a single parent, you know, and 
were completely flexible about my time. It was very 
comfortable for me. I really enjoyed my time there and 
enjoyed the people I worked with. Never did do any family 
law.  

Jon:  How did you become a trustee?

Amy:  Actually, Charmayne Mills from the OUST called me 
one day and told me they were going to expand the trustee 
pool. She said they wanted more women trustees and 
asked if was interested. So I applied and fortunately was 
selected and have been on the Panel ever since, a little 
more than 20 years now.

Jon:  Why did you leave Plotkin?

Amy:  I reached a point in my career where I was looking 
for a different experience and wanted the opportunity to 
work in a large and more diverse environment. Brad 
Krasnoff was a partner there. Charmayne had him reach 
out to me and the rest is history. I have been at Lewis for 
more than 22 years. Initially it was an adjustment. Gary and 
Alan reached out to me in the first few weeks to let me 
know that if it didn’t work out I could always come back. I 
always appreciated that.

Jon:  How is it at Lewis Brisbois?

Amy:  It has generally been a supportive and diverse 
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2021 Board & Chairs Trustees are People Too: 
An Interview with Amy Goldman
Continued from Page 4

working environment. Even though it’s a very large firm, 
they understand the dynamics of my practice.

Jon:  How do you like being a trustee?

Amy:  I like it a lot although bankruptcy has been slow 
recently as I’m sure you know. It’s very intellectually 
challenging and requires serious organization. I get to 
interact with so many different types of people and 
businesses and deal with lots of different cases and 
issues. The bankruptcy community as a whole is very 
competent and collegial.

Jon:  Where do you see issues with the lawyers and 
debtors that you get?

Amy:  I actually don’t have many complaints. The 
exemptions come up here and there where they pick and 
choose from the two lists. But I point that out and ask them 
to fix it. Also some of debtor’s counsel don’t properly 
prepare the client for the 341(a) meeting, or even review 
the schedules carefully. But that’s actually not common. I 
have no issues with the lawyers I see on a day-to-day 
basis. 

Jon:  Do you have any advice for new lawyers?

Amy:  Before you commit to the profession, make sure you 
understand what’s expected of you. Although it’s a 
stimulating career, you have to grind out the hours. There’s 
no shortcuts. 

Jon:  Have you been working from home?

Amy:  Yes. Actually, I’ve only been in my office twice in the 
last year. But I expect that is not going to be forever. I have 
been very happy working from home, and doing the 341(a) 
hearings telephonically. I like doing the court hearings by 
Zoom as well. What I miss is the interaction of being 
around other people.

Jon:  What does Amy Goldman do in your spare time?

Amy:  I like to read novels, 
biographies, historical 
fiction. I do crossword 
puzzles fairly well. Before 
the pandemic I enjoyed 
going to the theater, 
museums and my Pilates 
classes. I also traveled 
frequently to New York and 
San Francisco to see my 
family, particularly my 
grandson. There are also 
the girls’ weekend a few 
times to Las Vegas. I’m 
looking forward to doing 
that again. 

Amy Goldman
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Question from old 
bankruptcy lawyer: 
Judge Jury, Every time I 
get discovery requests 
from someone, the 
requests go beyond 
what is really 
reasonable. Do I really 
have to answer 
questions or provide 
information about 
things that are not 
really relevant?   (This 
is based on a comment 

you made at a mediation you did for me - you said 
something like "if the request is within the universe 
of possibly relevant," respond - or something like 
that.  It was great.)

Judge Jury: You say the requests are not 
reasonable, but that would be your perception plus 
"reasonable" is not the test for discovery.  The test 
for discovery is relevant or likely to lead to the 
discovery of admissible evidence.  That is an 
extremely broad test and most things are going to 
fall within those parameters.  Moreover, there are a 
number of practical considerations which should 
have an influence on how you respond to discovery.  

First, Rule 26.  Under the early exchange 
requirements of the Rule, both parties should have 
voluntarily given to opposing counsel every single 
document within the party's possession or control 
which has anything to do with the litigation and the 
relationship between the parties.  That includes 
negative documents, not just documents which help 
your case.  If Rule 26 was followed stringently, there 
really is no reason for any further document request 
at all.  But I know it is not followed stringently in the 
bankruptcy courts (watch out for district courts, 
however), so I am going to assume a request for 
documents was served.  

Second, you should alert your client immediately 
and have a specific meeting with them about where 
the documents are which might be responsive.  
Then find them and produce them, even if you 
cannot see their relevance.  Unless they are 
privileged, most likely a court would order them 
produced upon any showing why they might lead to 
discovery of admissible evidence.  Do not leave this 
to the last minute.  

Along with the documents, file a written response 
that makes it very clear what you are producing and 
what you cannot produce because the documents 
do not exist, etc.  A huge error occurs when that 
written response is first loaded with objections then 
says "but we will produce all relevant documents", 
to be followed later with the party saying there were 
actually none to produce.  Do not leave it to the last 
second and be accurate. 

Practice Tips from 
Hon. Meredith Jury (Ret.) Support the cdcbaa

cdcbaaThe  strives to provide quality 

continuing legal education and events. 

The following sponsorship 

opportunities are available:

MCLE Program Sponsorship

Table at MCLE annual case review and 
symposium and 5 minutes to present to 
membership at start of meeting $500

Table at MCLE events other than annual case 
review and symposium and 5 minutes to 
present to membership at start of meeting 
$250

*$50 Discount per event if agree in advance to 
sponsor more than two events per year (i.e., 
$600 instead of $750 if sponsor three 
programs). Note: we reserve the right to book 
additional sponsors.

Newsletter Sponsorship

Newsletter Business Card Size Ad $250/issue 
(1 issue); $150/issue (3 issues)

Newsletter 1/4 Page Ad $350/issue (1 issue); 
$250/issue (3 issues)

Newsletter 1/2 Page Ad $500/issue (1 issue); 
$300/issue (3 issues)

Newsletter Full Page Ad $ 00/issue (1 issue)  8 ;
$700/issue (3 issues)

*Discounts available for multiple issues. 

Calvin Ashland Awards Dinner Sponsorship

Awards Dinner Table Sign: 
$150 per sign, 3 for $250, 7 for $500

Awards Dinner Announcement, 
Honorable Mention $500 - in addition to at least 
one table sign, sponsor sign, or winner’s table

 Contact Jeffrey Hagen at (818) 305-6452 
or jeff@hagenhagenlaw.com 

for more information.

Continued on Page 6
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Third, and most important:  what is the cost of 
resisting, both in time and money and in credibility 
with the court.  Avoid discovery motions at almost all 
costs.  They are costly and time consuming, 
especially if you do the stipulation required by the 
Local Bankruptcy Rules.  They rarely move the 
litigation toward an identifiable conclusion.  And, most 
important, the courts hate them.  

Be thorough. Be cooperative.  Do not give opposing 
counsel any reason to even dream of filing a Motion 
to Compel.   And if the request was truly 
"unreasonable," after a diligent search your client 
probably will conclude that no such documents exist 
and will say so under oath in signing the written 
response.   

Practice Tips from 
Hon. Meredith Jury (Ret.)
Continued cdcbaa PROGRAM SUMMARY 1-23-21

cdcbaa Holds First Meeting and MCLE Program of 
2021: "15th Annual Review of 9th Circuit Decisions 
on Bankruptcy in 2020”

On January 23, 2021, the cdcbaa held its first members 
meeting and MCLE program of the year. To help 
mitigate the spread of COVID-19, the meeting and 
program were conducted as a live webinar via Zoom 
video. The program topic was: "15th Annual Review of 
9th Circuit Decisions on Bankruptcy in 2020." The 
distinguished panel featured the Hon. William Lafferty of 
the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Northern 
District of California and Member of the 9th Circuit 
Bankruptcy Appellate Panel, the Hon. Neil Bason of the 
United States Bankruptcy Court for the Central District 
of California (Los Angeles division), and our own former 
president, M. Jonathan Hayes of Resnik Hayes Moradi 
LLP.  

The panel discussion began with the recent United 
States Supreme Court decisions and then moved to 
Chapter 13 decisions, Chapter 7 decisions and finally 
Chapter 11 decisions. Ninth Circuit, B.A.P., District 
Court and California state court decisions were also 
discussed.  Among the more notable case discussions 
by the panel were the following:

Ritzen Group, Inc. v. Jackson Masonry, LLC, 140 S. 
Ct. 582 (2020). There, the Supreme Court held that 
denial of a motion for relief from the automatic stay is a 
final order making the notice of appeal required within 
14 days thereof. 

Bobka v. Toyota Motor Credit Corporation, 968 F.3d 
946 (9th Cir. August 2020).  Held, a lease assumption 
under 11 U.S.C. section 365(p) need not comply with 
the reaffirmation procedures of 11 U.S.C. section 524(c) 
to be enforceable when the debtor and creditor mutually 
waive them.

In re Nolan, 618 B.R. 860 (Bankr. C.D. Cal. 2020). 
Can the debtor take the homestead exemption on real 
property owned by an irrevocable trust of which he is a 
beneficiary where he is in residing in the property?  
Answer: Yes. The debtor owned a beneficial interest in 
the property that could have been attached by a lien 
creditor.

Lorenzen v. Taggart (In re Taggart), 980 F.3d 1340 
(9th Cir. November 2020). The 9th Circuit ruled that no 
violation of the discharge injunction occurred where the 
creditor had any “objectively reasonable basis” to 
believe that the debtor had “returned to the fray.” The 
9th Circuit was guided by the recent “fair ground of 
doubt” standard established by the US Supreme Court. 
It is worth noting that the cdcbaa panelists felt that the 
concept of returning to the fray is still vague and that 
this area of the law regarding the standards for 
determining violations of the discharge injunction is still 
quite murky.

Moser v. Sterling-Pacific Lending, Inc. (In re Moser), 
613 B.R. 721 (9th Cir. BAP April 2020). The 9th Circuit 
determined that it was appropriate for a bankruptcy 
court to hear and decide a creditor’s request for a 
determination as to whether proposed conduct will 
violate a discharge injunction and that such a 
determination does not constitute the giving of an 

Program Summaries
By Gary R. Wallace

Chapter 13 Trustees spend a 
lot of time preparing for both 
the 341(a) meeting and the 
confirmation hearing. Here 
are things I look into when I 
review the cases. 

(1) Expenses - please check 
the IRS standards for 
transportation, food, clothing 
and other items. If the 
debtor's actual expenses 
exceed the standards, she/he 
should provide justifications 
and proof of expenses. 

(2) Car loan - if the loan was incurred more than 910 
days prior to the filing and the value of the vehicle is 
less than the claim amount, the claim must be 
bifurcated into secured and unsecured in order to 
provide the same treatment to general unsecured 
creditors. If the 910-day rule does not apply and the 
loan will be paid off within the term, the Plan payment 
must be increased once the loan is paid off. 

(3) Retirement loan payment - if the loan will be paid 
off within the term, the Plan payment must be 
increased once the loan is paid off. 

(4) Car lease - if the debtor is leasing a luxury vehicle, 
I would ask the debtor to lease an economy car once 
the current lease expires and increase the plan 
payment. 

(5) Supporting adult children (college 
tuitions/expenses) - the reported court decisions hold 
that a debtor should not be allowed to support his/her 
adult children who are college students at the expense 
of his/her unsecured creditors.

10 Tips to Make Your Chapter 13 Case 
More Successful  
by Masako Okuda

Continued on Page 9
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Continued on Page 8

advisory opinion. The panel voiced concern about the 
risks inherent in such an obligation, and urged counsel 
seeking such a determination to present in detail all 
underlying facts and related proceedings so that the 
ruling takes into account all conceivable future issues to 
the fullest extent possible.

Universal Home Improvement v. Robertson, 51 Cal. 
App.5th 116 (July 2020): California Civil Code section 
3432 specifically permits a debtor to pay one creditor in 
preference to another. Therefore, there can be no fraud 
where such payment is in satisfaction of a bona fide 
debt. Notably, however, the recited facts favoring the 
prevailing party seemed dubious because the transferee 
of the payment in question was the sister of the debtor, 
and the debt was likely barred by the statute of 
limitations.

In re Green Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 617 B.R. 
131(Bkrtcy. C.D. Cal. May 2020): A substantial, not de 
minimis, contribution of new value is required for chapter 
11 plan approval. Here, the proposed new value 
equaled just 1.38% of the general unsecured creditors’ 
claims.   

Hamilton v. Elite of Los Angeles, Inc. (In re 
Hamilton), 803 Fed. Appx. 123, 2020 WL 1244256 (9th 
Cir. March 2020)(unpublished). Issue: Did the 
bankruptcy court err in confirming the chapter 11 plan 
where the debtor was paying only a small portion of a 
large non-dischargeable debt and preventing the 
creditor from attempting to collect the rest for five years? 
Answer: Yes.

The one case that seemed to generate the most 
discussion both during and after the program is the 
Supreme Court’s decision in Roman Catholic 
Archdiocese of San Juan, Puerto Rico v. Acevedo 
Feliciano, 140 S.Ct. 696, 206 L.Ed.2d 1 (2020). There, 
the Court held that a federal court’s authority to issue 
“nunc pro tunc” (i.e., “now for then”) orders is limited to 
those that “reflect the reality” of something that has 
already occurred but is not yet entered as an order 
through inadvertence of the court. However, a court 
“cannot make the record what it is not.” While this 
decision concerned bankruptcy jurisdiction, several 
other subsequent bankruptcy court decisions have now 
held that Acevedo requires bankruptcy courts to stop the 
common practice of approving employment applications 
nunc pro tunc for a time prior to when the order issues.  
See, e.g., In re Miller, 62 B.R. 637 (Bankr. E.D. Cal. 
2020), the U.S. Trustee is now taking the position that 
the services of a professional cannot be approved for a 
period prior to the date that the Court signs the order. 
This implies that services rendered prior to the approval 
of employment will approved only if the standard of 
“reasonable and necessary to preserve the estate” is 
met. While the long-term ramifications and nuances of 
this position remain to be seen, the most prudent advice 
circulating through the consumer bar is to file 
employment applications immediately.

A lengthy and helpful handout, which included 
summaries of the cases, was also provided to all 
participants. The program was once again well-attended 
and very well-received.

cdcbaa PROGRAM SUMMARY 2-20-21

cdcbaa Holds Third Meeting and MCLE Program of 
2021: "One Year Into SBRA: Meet the Subchapter V 
Trustees”

On February 20, 2021, the cdcbaa held its third 
members meeting and MCLE program of the year.  To 
help mitigate the spread of COVID-19, the meeting and 
program were conducted as a live webinar via Zoom 
video. The program topic was: "One Year Into SBRA: 
Meet the Subchapter V Trustees." The distinguished 
panel featured trustees Caroline Djang (Riverside), 
Doug Flahaut (LA), Rob Goe (OC), Greg Jones (LA) 
and Susan Seflin (SFV). cdcbaa board member Todd 
Turoci moderated. The program contained a valuable 
mix of black letter law and real case experience. Some 
of the specific subtopics discussed were the following:

At the outset, it was noted that the Central District is 
presently second only to Middle District Court of Florida 
in subchapter V case filings.

Eligibility. The debtor must be engaged in a 
commercial or business activity. This probably means 
that cessation of activity altogether prior to filing may 
render the debtor ineligible for subchapter V. Single-
asset real estate (SAR) cases are not permitted. The 
$7.5 million debt limit is measured as of petition date in 
voluntary cases.  Lease rejection damages are 
probably not included if the lease has not yet been 
rejected. Insider debt and disputed debt are also 
excluded from the debt limit.  But the dispute regarding 
debt likely must be bona fide.    

Deadline for filing a plan. Notwithstanding the 
complications common in a business reorganization 
case of any type, the deadline for filing a plan is just 90 
days from the petition date. The panel noted that 
extension requests must be presented to the court, that 
they are discretionary, and that their experience so far 
has been that these requests might not be granted as 
routinely as counsel might expect absent extenuating 
circumstances. To avoid the need for such extensions, 
the panel urged debtors’ counsel to file the plan, if at all, 
even before the first status conference.

Subchapter V Trustee’s Duties. The specific duties of 
a subchapter V trustee are set forth in section 1183(b).  
Unlike in chapter 7 cases, there is no affirmative duty to 
investigate debtor’s assets, although trustee certainly 
has a right to do so. A new and unique duty imposed by 
section 1183(b) is that the trustee must facilitate the 
development of a consensual plan of reorganization.  
There was an extended discussion about how the 
trustees intend to fulfill this duty.

Plan length and Disposable Income Obligation. The 
plan length is 3-5 years. Section 1190 sets forth the 
plan requirements. The coronavirus pandemic has 
significantly (but only temporarily) affected the 
disposable income analysis.  So, debtors’ counsel 
should not assume that the courts will be overly 
sympathetic to short-term issues created by the 
pandemic, especially as restrictions ease. They will still 
scrutinize plans that to be sure that multi-year income 
projections are adequately explained and supported. 

Additional Features Unique to Subchapter V. No 
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disclosure statement is required unless the court orders 
otherwise. A status conference must be held within 60 
days from the petition date. There are no committee fees 
because unsecured creditors’ committees are prohibited, 
absent a court order.  Confirmation is intended to be 
faster than typical Chapter 11 cases.  This will usually 
mean less legal fees. There are no U.S. Trustee 
quarterly fees required either. The trustees also opined 
that their own case fees have been thus far significantly 
less than in non-subchapter V cases.  

The panel also expressed views regarding Roman 
Catholic Archdiocese of San Juan Puerto Rico v. 
Acevedo Feliciano, 140 S. Ct. 696 (2020) (which 
prohibits bankruptcy courts from retroactively approving 
employment of professionals). This is a new and 
developing story within the bankruptcy bar.  

The program closed with a question and answer 
session, but not before the trustee’s offered several “do’s 
and don’ts to debtors’ counsel:  Know the rules and obey 
the deadlines. Get employment applications on file 
immediately. Trustees are very active in these cases, so 
be responsive to their requests. Think ahead about the 
finish line before filing such a case. Trustees stand ready 
and willing to be helpful if debtor’s counsel is 
communicative – as one example: obtaining documents 
from a creditor that are necessary to a plan can perhaps 
be obtained more quickly if the debtor’s counsel enlists 
the trustee’s support.  

A very helpful and extensive handout of over 300 pages, 
which included articles, statistical reports and copies 
relevant decisions, was also provided to all participants. 
The program was once again well-attended and well-
received.  

The next cdcbaa members meeting and Zoom MCLE 
program is scheduled for March 20, 2021. The topic will 
be “Evidence.” Our speakers will be the Hon. Barry 
Russell, U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Central District of Calif, 
Los Angeles Division, and M. Jonathan Hayes of Resnik 
Hayes Moradi LLP.

cdcbaa PROGRAM SUMMARY 3-20-21

cdcbaa Holds Fourth Meeting and MCLE Program of 
2021: "Evidence”

On March 20, 2021, the cdcbaa held its fourth members 
meeting and MCLE program of the year.  To help 
mitigate the spread of COVID-19, the meeting and 
program were conducted as a live webinar via Zoom 
video. The program topic was: "Evidence." The 
distinguished panel featured the Hon. Barry Russell, 
judge of the United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
Central District of California (Los Angeles division), and 
our own former president, M. Jonathan Hayes of Resnik, 
Hayes and Moradi, LLP.  

The program covered the evidentiary aspects of, inter 
alia, judicial notice, lay and expert witness testimony, 
hearsay, and contents of writings, recordings and 
photographs. Our panelists also shared their real case 
experiences. Discussion subtopics included objections 
(presentation and waiver), foundational requirements, 
use of declarations, discovery admissions, witness 
competency and impeachment, the use of writings to 
refresh a witness’s recollection, opinion testimony by 

both lay and experts (e.g., the competency of a 
property owner to testify as to its value), what is (and 
isn’t) hearsay, and some of the more common 
exceptions to the hearsay rule. Some of the more 
useful tips provided were the following:

1. A motion for summary judgment, and any 
opposition thereto, must be supported by evidence 
that would be admissible at trial.

2. Statements in a brief and closing argument are not 
evidence.

3. Although statements of counsel are not evidence, 
they may be judicial admissions.

4. A declaration of counsel may be insufficient to 
authenticate any exhibits attached or referred 
thereto unless there are statements showing 
personal knowledge and such additional facts 
necessary to establish the attorney’s competency 
to authenticate such documents.

5. Unsupported assertions and conclusory statements 
in declarations are disregarded by the court.

6. Declarations verified upon “information and belief” 
is insufficient for summary judgment matters.

7. Argument is not evidence.

8. Discovery admissions must first be admitted into 
evidence to be considered by the court.

9. Judicial notice under FRE 201 may be taken by the 
court at any stage of a proceeding.

10. The court will not take judicial notice of hearsay 
allegations as being true merely because they are 
part of a court record or file.

11. Opinion testimony by lay witnesses under FRE 701 
requires a foundation as to the witness’s personal 
knowledge, and the opinion must be rationally 
based on the witness’s perception.

12. A debtor’s opinion as to the value of his or her own 
property is generally admissible, but may still be 
deemed inadmissible if it lacks credibility and 
probative value. 

An extremely valuable 195-page handout, containing 
many case citations and summaries, was presented to 
all registered participants.

The next two cdcbaa members meetings and Zoom 
MCLE programs will be as follows: (1) May 8, 2021 
(Topic - “Lien Stripping/Family Law Crossover”); (2) 
June 12, 2021 (Topic - Conversion: Deep Dive on 11 
U.S.C. Section 706(b)).  

We hope you will join us.

Gary R. Wallace
Law Office of Gary R. Wallace
10801 National Boulevard, Suite 100
Los Angeles, CA 90064
Email: garyrwallace@ymail.com
Office: (310) 571-3511
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President’s Message 
Continued From Page 2

Subchapter V Trustees in a lively discussion to review the 
SBRA law a year after its implementation to provide our 
members the latest tips, and dos and don’ts in this new 
area of bankruptcy law.

In March, it was Central District’s Judge Barry Russell 
talking with Professor Hayes about his favorite topic: 
Evidence in the context of Bankruptcy Law. The two 
extremely knowledgeable speakers even stayed an extra 
twenty minutes to field additional questions… and it feels 
as if we still barely scratched the surface of Evidence.

Hopefully you were able to join us for these programs, but if 
not, still to come are: lien-stripping and family law-
bankruptcy crossover with CDCA Judges Mark S Wallace 
and Wayne Johnson; a panel discussion to Meet the 
Chapter 13 Trustees’ Counsel, and more.

I remain grateful to our cdcbaa board of directors - a team 
that helps serve the cdcbaa members as they help their 
clients. Daniela Romero edited this newsletter and will be 
working on publishing at least one more this year. If you 
have an idea for an article or want to discuss a recent case 
ruling, please feel free to contact Daniela directly.
So, whether the recent uptick of filings continues, roars 
ahead, levels out, or even subsides, the cdcbaa community 
remains strong, and is poised to continue serving the 
numerous consumer attorneys in the Central District for the 
upcoming year, and then beyond.

Hale Andrew Antico is President of the cdcbaa and has 
practiced bankruptcy law in Palmdale and Santa Clarita for 
over 15 years.

The Judiciary transitioned its Case Management/Electronic 
Case Files (CM/ECF) system to a Next Generation of 
CM/ECF (NextGen). The U.S. Bankruptcy Court, Central 
District of California, successfully transitioned to NextGen 
on April 26, 2021. CM/ECF filers (whom have not already 
done so) can take the following steps to transition:

1. Download and complete the NextGen Preparation e-
Filer Information handout 

2. If you have an individual PACER account, check now 
to see if you need to upgrade it for NextGen.  

3. NextGen does not allow CM/ECF filers to share a 
PACER account.  Obtain an individual PACER 
account now. 

4. Law firms and other organizations can setup their 
individual PACER accounts for group billing. 

As of April 26, 2021, CM/ECF filers who have not aleady 
completed the steps noted above  must link their CM/ECF 
account to their individual PACER account before they can 
electronically file.  Once the accounts are linked, CM/ECF 
filers will use PACER’s Central Sign-on feature to access 
all NextGen courts where they have permission to file and 
to access PACER for all courts (appellate, bankruptcy, and 
district). More information on NextGen is available at 
https://www.cacb.uscourts.gov/nextgen-cmecf-information 

NextGen CM/ECF Just Went Live 
April 26, 2021

(6) Please ensure to provide proof of income to 
support income stated in Schedule I and Form 122C-1.

(7) Form 122C-1 - if the debtor is self-employed, the 
debtor should not include his/her ordinary and 
necessary business expenses on line 5 of Form 122C-
1 in determining his/her current monthly income. He 
must instead list gross receipts as income and deduct 
business expenses from the expenses part of Form 
22C-2 to determine monthly disposable income.

(8) Form 122C-2 - the monthly disposable income (line 
45) is greater than $0, that amount multiplied by 60 
months must be contributed to Class-5. (Chapter 13 
Plan - Section I. B.2.(b))

(9) Chapter 13 plan - please ensure to check all 
applicable boxes. I often see that the plan type boxes 
are not checked, the % for Class-5 is omitted, etc. etc.

(10) Proof of claim - please ensure to review all proofs 
of claim prior to the 341(a) meeting and the 
confirmation hearing.

10 Tips to Make Your Chapter 13 Case 
More Successful  
Continued
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